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What are ENDS?



ELECTRONIC NICOTINE DELIVERY SYSTEM
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ENDS devices use a liquid or “juice” to deliver nicotine without the smoke of a typical cigarette. As 
these devices have evolved, they have gotten better at delivering more and more nicotine. Newer 
devices have nicotine levels that are equivalent to cigarettes, providing an experience that mimics 
smoking a cigarette.

What are nicotine salts?

JUUL, and other 4th generation pod products, add 
benzoic acid to freebase nicotine to create 
nicotine salts. The salts are more acidic which 
makes them easier to inhale. This allows 
companies like JUUL to create a product with a 
stronger nicotine hit by increasing the nicotine 
concentration while maintaining a smooth vaping 
experience. 



POPULAR BRANDS



Vaping Targeting Tactics



NO NICOTINE WARNING ON ORIGINAL PACKAGING
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NO NICOTINE WARNING

Part of the misconception that 
teens are just inhaling flavored 
water vapor started with the 
packaging.

There is a note that says the 
pods are 5% strength, but no 
mention of nicotine. Nicotine is 
a listed ingredient on the back 
of the packaging.



INITIAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN
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JUUL created their product under the guise of this being only a cessation device for adult smokers to 
wean off of smoking cigarettes. However, none of their advertising targeted current smokers/adults. 
Instead, they created aspirational lifestyle campaigns directed at teens/young adults.



TARGETED TEENS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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JUUL Specific 
#juul #juulvapor #juulpod #juultip #juulallnight 
#vaporized #cocomint #tabaac 
#LightsCameraVapor

Vapor Related
#vape #vapelife

At launch of the brand, most marketing dollars 
were used on channels popular with youth, aka 
social channels and influencers. Very little 
investment was put into traditional media 
channels, aka channels that would reach older, 
current smokers.

Hashtags Used by JUUL

"They liked my edgy style and that I appealed to the 
younger market," Zayas said. - CNN

Influencers



JUUL REBRAND - 2018: STARTING TO TALK TO ADULTS
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JUUL IS NOT ABOUT TRADITIONAL CESSATION
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Gum, lozenges and patches all deliver nicotine but 
in a steady stream. They slowly wean you off 
nicotine are intended to be used as a tool to stop 
smoking. Use is not recommended for more than a 
few months.

Cessation Tools JUUL

JUUL devices give you a quick nicotine hit similar 
to cigarettes, giving the user a “buzz” or rush of 
nicotine. The goal is not to wean you off nicotine, 
but to get users to permanently switch to their 
device and use JUUL instead of cigarettes.  



Current Climate



Source: 2017 YRBS

44% of high school students 
in CA have vaped





JUUL’s LOBBYING EFFORTS
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● Increase in lobbying spending:
○ 2017 $120k
○ 2018 $1.64 million
○ 2019 $1.95 million (as of September 19, 2019)

● Former AG for Massachusetts joins lobbying team. 
(JUUL is currently being sued by AGs office in MA)

● Sponsorships:
○ Politico
○ CA Democratic Convention

● Increased donations to politicians/PACs 



AT A STATE LEVEL
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● Showing support for T-21 laws
○ Lobbying on a state level to create 

loopholes and exemptions to the laws so 
they are hard to enforce

● Approached schools and created summer camps 
to talk about vaping -- “Juul is 
completely safe”

● https://www.juul.com/youth-prevention
○ Prevention tab on their website details the 

actions they have taken towards 
preventing youth from using their product. 
It does not talk about the actual risks of 
vaping and why youth shouldn’t juul

Vaping Industry Tactics

● North Carolina
○ Claims that JUUL marketed its products to 

children and misled the public about risks 
associated with those products.

● Massachusetts
○ Looking into JUUL, currently suing 

Eonsmoke - targeted minors with 
marketing and advertising intended to 
appeal to youth and no online age 
verification.

● Multiple class action suits
○ Example: 14 year old girl got addicted to 

JUUL not knowing it had nicotine, had 
seizures

Lawsuits

https://www.juul.com/youth-prevention


Teen Audience Insights



WHAT ABOUT JUUL MADE IT TAKE OFF?
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SLEEK DESIGN 
- Ultimately, it looks cool. Not clunky like other devices

FLAVORS/PODS
- Makes vaping tasty - mango and mint most popular
- Easy to replace pods, no manual effort required

EASY TO HIDE 
- Fits in your hand and looks like a USB stick

LOW/NO TRACE OF VAPOR
- Can do it in your house, class, socially, and it is hidden

in seconds
IT’S NOT VAPING, IT’S JUULING

- Made “vaping” cool
DON’T KNOW IT HAS NICOTINE (or don’t care)

- Enjoy the headrush
LITTLE CONSEQUENCE

- Easy way to rebel/get “buzzed” without a huge risk



In a study published last year, researchers at the Yale University School of Medicine found that 
75% of e-cigarette users ages 12 to 29 would quit if flavors were unavailable.



FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS

Need to relate with an ad as 
realistic and relevant to them

Hate cigarettes and are well 
aware of harmful effects

Think of vapes as benign, 
water and flavor

Don’t want to think things are 
being hidden from them



Behind the Haze



TEEN-BASED PREVENTION BRAND
Behind the Haze is a straightforward and reliable source of 

vaping information. By introducing our impressionable 
audience to the most current facts, we aim to increase 

awareness around the dangers of vaping, and the unethical 
tactics of the vape industry.

 
BEHAVIOR CHANGE GOAL 

Shift the perception that “vaping is cool” to 
“vaping is not cool because it is harmful”

OUR APPROACH TO CHANGE THIS BEHAVIOR
Address the knowledge gap around the harms and 

realities of vaping
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How do we drive behavior change?
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Risks/Harms Nicotine Addiction Anti-Industry

Dive into the risks of 
vaping and the harms 
caused by inhaling 
the chemicals in 
vape aerosol.

Address the health and 
non-health related 
harms nicotine 
addiction can cause to 
their lives. Create 
relevancy and 
recognition of 
symptoms.

Cultivate distrust for the 
industry and companies 
who provide these 
products. Further 
establish the brand as a 
place they can go for 
reliable information.



RISKS/HARMS APPROACH: SEE THROUGH (BTH)

Big Idea: Once you see 
through the hype, you 
realize vapes—and the 
dangerous chemicals found 
inside them—aren’t 
harmless.

Risks/Harms

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WIek0Ijvuyenavahshu60fglxHD2THNl/preview


ADDICTION APPROACH: FLASHDRIVE

Big Idea: Vaping is lame 
and addictive.

Nicotine Addiction

https://docs.google.com/file/d/13ZEeK1I7fmol_di0vK-nmsXUsBYhO_dA/preview


ANTI-INDUSTRY APPROACH: DECEPTION ON DISPLAY

Anti-Industry

Big Idea: The manipulation, 
deceit, and knowing harm 
that vape companies have 
inflicted on their teen 
targets is a true crime story.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GvXe2H6WH-yvJJT_O6TCKzRp-xhRuMRI/preview


COMBATTING THE VAPE INDUSTRY’S NATIONAL TARGETING STRATEGY

       = BTH active

       = BTH coming soon! 



TRENDS ACROSS OTHER STATES

● Teen-based prevention
● Adult education
● Print materials for schools
● Flavor Policies
● Smoke-free campuses



QUESTIONS?


